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My father once told me about ancient expression in our culture says, I'Nature of Scorpio is 

killing his enemy by shooting :his poison, not because he likes to do it, but it is his nature, he 

was created this way." 

He was referring to my husband in the transcripts of hearing, page 6, hne 24. Mr. Shapiro, 

my lawyer is telling court "This is how he conducts." He is also referring to my husband. 

The family resident has been under different name and has been sold and bought while I 

am still occupant with our minor children. Darya, 14 and Tiffany, 17 since 1999 when we 

moved in. 

Jordan is apart from us and is currently living with his father who has been diagnosed with 

incurable bone cancer on 2/14/2014, 

I believe justice will done and it comes in different shapes and forms. He abandoned me 

with four children long before I even filed for legal separation with the help of NW justice 

in May, 2011. He had a double life, one in Yakima and his strip mall and real estate business 

and frequent flyer to Vegas and VIP guest to major hotel and casino's he was a high roller. 

Once I asked his executive manager who booked his hotel penthouse for him. What does it 

mean? It is for players who use 1000$ chips and up. 

Anyway, back to my briet the most crucial point that was over looked by two judges so far 

once during my trial by judge downing and again in this motion by judge Robinson that was 

clearly explained by my immigration attorney, Mr.Jay Gairson. 

In his declaration that supposedly judge Palmer Robinson had time to read, explain our 

immjgration status and it is E2 and it is for individuals and their family who come here as 

investor's and it is renewed every two years if they show the business is growing and their 

investment (strip mall) is growing with at least 15 full time employee. My husband misled 

the court that he was making only 3000 $ a month and he was employee of his own 

shopping center during trial and everybody bought it despite my loud sigh. My E2 visa was 

once again renewed six months after the divorce/ Dec of 2012 even techniCally I shOUldn't 

be on this visa after divorce and 1 am happily on my own vjsa with my 17 year old called U 
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visa and it is for women who are victim of crime my case domestic violence and my 

husband did not respect the No CANTACT ORD ER. With respect to both Judges the accused 

I of making up my years of domestic violence emotionally, verbally and physically including 

when I was pregnant with our third child and he got conviction for it, all this document got 

here after divorce but Mr. Ed Greenleafwho did the parenting plan accused me of making it 

up. SOl that was one thing brought my credibility under question and I filed document at 

clerks to correct it, they your divorce is final. 

I am'requesting to revise it. 

Department of child support also estimated his income back in 20101 100,000.00 annually, 
" 

same as Mr. Gairson immigration attorneis declaration and it is in clerk's paper. At the 

trial my 1500.00 lawyer never disclosed that or valued his pension. And Ms. Kathleen 

Saunders and her firm and 70,000.00 bill did the best for their client as WSBA told me 

when I put a grievance in for both sides' lawyers and they dismissed all of them. 

The child support was reduced to 1050.00 and no alimony no support and a house that was 

under his friends name and Judge Downing awarded to me. 

I am closing with 3 Exhibits 

1- Sale of Strip Mall after he was diagnosed with cancer 6 months ago and 360,000.00 

2- The occidental house is free and clear title his lawyer showed in distress and 

foreclosure, is under new construction for his girlfriend their 3 year old son. 

3- 401 K and the lawyer email MS .moschetto told me you can open your case with 

that. With old paycheck from Electrolux where he worked as area manager for20 

years and salary and bonuses of 200,000,00 a year and at the time of trial Ms. 

Saunders who was not even supposed to be there she withdrew and put her son 

Brian Ga birth in as a lawyer. 

4- And proof of fraud about the one and only home I have been living in it since 1999 

and moved here when I was pregnant with our fourth child, It has been examined 

and it is part of Mr. Bridges private investigator report how many times have been 

sold and bought I also put a complaint in Mr. McKenna office about shady mortgages 

and that is one of the reason I am still there and fighting for my home there is a flaw 

in the title. 
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At the end I read somewhere judges have duty to get involve with their cases it is their duty 

to ask and to learn in my case immigration status would have been made a tremendous 

difference and I was devastated when r found out I could be deported because I did not get 

any part of the strip mall which my visa was depended on. 

I wrote a letter to Mr. Obama that was the only thing I cared since I had the custody of our 

, children. 

Please stop his operation, don't let it continue-aS" far as I know his current wife Lanett a 

boresma not the girlfriend and mother of his child Gardena Mendoza who he married so his 

immigration status won't be jeopardized since he sold it. And Agent Drew Rodman from 

Home land security has been to our h01,l,se and asked Jordan about his father. That is his 

fraud and this will continue since they put the strip mall under new formed Canadian based 

company and guess who is that his friend and our witness to our divorce Hormuz 

Bakhtiyari. 

Don't let this illegal operation continues also Mohamad Harandie is also in Vegas with him 

Whose name was on the .title of our home and borrowed over 500,000.00 and never paid 

the bank. 

I deClare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that foregoing 

is true and correct. 

". ,!lQ-.\ 
Signed at "J.ep.}.A <-. 

Signaturef4 ~.-, 
. j ~ ,IA,.." 1./(1 'wr.,." 

Nadia Shafapay 
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